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San Jacinto Model Railroad Club member David 
Milton died Tuesday, May 1.  David was 90. 
  
David loved trains from an early age.  His Sunday 
school teacher complained to David’s mother (she 
was a single mom) that every time David heard a 
train coming, he would jump up from his chair and 
run to the window to watch the train pass.  His 
Sunday school teacher was not amused! 
  
A native-born Houstonian, David attended the 
University of Houston majoring in the Theatrical 
Arts.  One of his first jobs was spotlight operator at 
the March 1949 opening of the famous Shamrock 
Hotel.  David enjoyed playing the harmonica, 
banjo and piano. 
  
An avid square dancer, David and his late wife and 
partner Rosalie travel across the country enjoying 
square dance conventions and competitions. 
  
In 1953 the local Buffalo Bayou Model 
Railroader Club was preparing Houston to host 
the Lone Star Region’s annual 
convention.  According to the late Kenneth 
Caulking, soon after the convention the Buffalo 
Bayou Club wrote a new constitution and changed 
the club name to The San Jacinto Chapter of the 
LSR. David Milton and Kenneth Caulking were 
founding members of The San Jacinto Model 
Railroad Chapter.  (See photo). 

  
The club’s constitution required members to pay dues of “25 cents per meeting, payable at time and place 
of meeting.”  David paid dues the equivalent of $2.30 in 2018 dollars per meeting. The minimum wage in 
1953 was 75 cents!  These were serious model railroaders. 
  
The National Model Railroad Association advised the club that the NMRA did not have “chapters”, just 
National, Regions, Divisions and clubs.  A new constitution was written that changed the club’s name 
to The San Jacinto Model Railroad Club. 
  

     David Milton Tribute  By C Randall Wilson  
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David Milton   

Photo By: J Stephen Sandifer 
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    David Milton Tribute (cont.)  By C Randall Wilson 

Over his 65 plus years as a San Jac 
member David served the club and the 
Lone Star Region in numerous 
capacities.  One of his proudest 
achievements was the creation of the 
San Jacinto Model Railroad’s Loeffler 
Award (later renamed the Freitag 
Award). 
 
In the July 1994 issue of The 
Derail David wrote about the creation 
of the award.  David wrote, “The …
(creation)… was accentuated by a 
situation in north Texas. A very 
popular modeler died unexpectedly and 
his friends thought to remember him 
with a modeling award named in his 
honor. I heard this and thought, the 
time to honor someone special was 
before their demise.  I presented this 
idea to the San Jacinto club members 
and our yearly achievement award was 
created.”   David loved presenting the 
achievement award at the annual Lone 
Star Region convention. 
  

David served as president of the Lone Star Region.  He enjoyed promoting model railroading but he hated the 
long, often boring LSR board meets.  David said many of the meetings were “a train load of BS”.  This “train 
load of BS” and David’s huge sense of humor would come together in one of David’s biggest jokes. 
  
To haul the “BS” David made special covered hoppers for shipping “Perforated Manure”.  David’s special 
covered hoppers operated on Gil Freitag’s Stony Creek and Western and Don Bozman’s Great Great Northern 
Railroad.  When new model railroaders spotted the covered hoppers and realized that “Perforated Manure” 
was less politely known as “holy sh..”  David would laugh with delight. 
  
(An aside.  David removed the “Perforated Manure” car from Don Bozman’s layout and insisted it be given to 
me.  Hmmmm you think he was making a commit about me and BS?  Another David Milton joke)! 

It was David Milton's suggestion to create the San Jacinto Model 

Railroad Club's annual Loeffler service award. The award's namesake 

"Pop" Loeffler is presented the bowl by David. 

 

L to R -  David Milton, John E. "Pop" Loeffler, Gil Freitag and Ed Quinn 

Photo By:  Virginia Freitag  

David Milton's Perforated Manure 

covered hopper.  

Photo By:   C Randall Wilson  
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    David Milton Tribute (cont.)  By C Randall Wilson 

  
David enjoyed operating model railroads but only 
as a yardmaster.  Regular Houston area operators 
knew that when jobs were assigned for an 
operating session David would always have the 
yard job.  
  
At home David kept a railroad radio scanner tuned 
to protype railroads. The radio chatter of rail crews 
preforming their jobs was better than any music 
channel   His knowledge of railroad radio 
frequencies resulted in numerous stories in The 
Derail. 
  
When The Derail needed a new staff, David, his 
wife Rosalie and the late Bob Dannenbrink 
volunteered.  David said he and Bob “just gathered 
the information and presented it to 
Rosalie.  Rosalie would turn it into The 
Derail.”  David, Rosalie and Bob served as The 
Derail’s staff from September 2002 until October 
2010. The Derail was converted to a digital version 
as soon as David took over. 
 
David’s often pointed sense of humor, his always 
positive outlook and his willingness to always help 
others will be missed.  David always worked hard 
to make sure everyone was having fun. And if the 
BS got too deep he could always call for the 
“Perforated Manure” covered hopper to haul it 
away! 
 

 

 

David Milton switches Stony Creek with Gil Freitag at Gil's 

Stony Creek and Western Railroad.  David always worked 

the Stony Creek yard job. 

 Photo By: C Randall Wilson  

David Milton works Seattle Yard on Don Bozman's 

Great Great Northern Railroad.  Note the Perforated 

Manure covered hopper setting in the yard in front 

of David.  

Photo By:  J Stephen Sandifer  

The original San Jacinto Model Railroad Chapter 

Constitution.   
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     From the President  By Robert Barnett MMR  

Thanks to Gilbert Freitag for putting together all the details for the San Jacinto Club’s 

April 14 trip to the Burton Cotton Gin Museum.  I have been there several times but 

the introductory video then the guided tour were excellent in explaining how the 

cotton industry and the ginning process worked.  Thanks again for all your hard work 

Gilbert! 

When we visited the Burton Railroad Station, as part of our Burton Tour, I noticed 

that four trains per day were chalked up on the schedule board: Two EB and Two 

WB. I had forgotten there were two trains per day from Houston to Austin and 

planned to ask Al Partlow to consider doing a clinic on the Austin Branch. Then lo 

and behold, he presented one at the VERY NEXT meeting, and a good one it was. 

Parts of the Austin Branch were taken out of service in the early 1960s so it is pretty 

much a forgotten line nowadays. But Al’s clinic did a great job of showing the trains 

and traffic that once existed between the State Capital and the state’s largest city.  

Great job Al!! 

Of course we were all saddened by the news that founding member Dave Milton 

passed away the day of our May meeting. To my knowledge, Dave, along with the 

late Ken Caulking, were the only members to sign all three San Jacinto Club 

“Constitutions”: the first in 1954, the second in 1958 and the most recent when we 

incorporated in 1991. He was a long time member of the NMRA/Lone Star Region 

having served as President of the LSR in the mid 1970s. He also served as an officer 

in the San Jacinto club and is the first president (in 1958) that we have a record of. 

Dave was the permanent Yard Master at Robinson Yard on the Stony Creek & 

Western and longtime Yardmaster at Seattle Yard on Don Bozman’s Great- Great 

Northern. 

Dave also served as a local expert on the Southern Pacific along with the late Tom 

Cobb, Al Partlow, George Werner, and John Frank. There was virtually no question 

on the SP that these guys could not answer and the excellent clinics presented over 

the years by these members continues to prove this out. So, to Dave from all your old 

railroad buddies in Houston and around the state: thanks for being a patriarch of the 

LSR and the San Jacinto Club. We hope you are enjoying listening to the scanner for 

traffic on the “Espee”.  

See you at the June Meeting!           

Bob Barnett  
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     The Learning Curve       By JayC. Williams 

 

This past fall, we began the most unlikely of ventures at my school: a 
model railroad club during the school day. On paper it seemed both 
an amazing idea and an improbable gamble. Students would pick a 
club. They would attend that club for 30 minutes daily Monday 
through Friday. In the end we had 8 boys and 2 girls sign up for the 
club. After some discussion, we added an hour and a half session after 
school on Wednesdays, and students who wanted extra time building 
models could come in during my standard tutorial time. On one hand, 
3 and a half hours of time seems like enough time to accomplish a 
great deal. Conversely, knowing that working with middle schooler is 
akin to herding cats, it’s a wonder we got anything accomplished. But 
we did. As of this writing we are laying track on our HO scale 
modular layout, consisting of four corner modules with radii of 35 1/2” and 33” (with space for a third inboard 
track at 30 ½”), and twelve 24” x 48” modules. Our system will be wired with an isolated outer mainline to 
run the DC equipment we had graciously donated (as well as some minor purchases), and an inner mainline 
that is connected to switching areas that is wired separately for DCC. All wiring is done with 12 gauge 
stranded wire and Anderson Powerpole Connectors.  

We have a deadline of May 28th to have our system 
ready for its first showing, and at this point we are 
certain we will have the complete system of main 
tracks running, as well as having two paired 24” x 
48” modules detailed. The first will be our own 
timesaver layout, so we can do outreach to other 
schools in our area (a nod to the SanJac club for the 
great time the students had using it at the Train 
Show), and a dock scene to show off some of the 
students favorite scenery techniques. We will set up 
on May 28th and take down on June 1st. So as you 
read this, we will have just completed this task.   

As the school year comes to a close and I’ve had time to process how events have unfolded, the need to reflect 
on what has transpired and what I will do differently next time presents itself. Here’s what I’ve learned thus 
far. Hopefully there are some lessons that can be taken forward for anyone who is just beginning in our 
hobby. 

Work to people’s strengths and interests. In my group of student’s I had 
everything from an avid model railfan to a kid who found his way into 
our group on a whim. I struggled to make sure every student in the 
group had a place that spoke to their strengths. It was difficult to devise 
a way to see who would be the best at building benchwork, who was 
going to understand wiring, who was going to excel at assembling kits, 
and who was going to be the best at simply following directions. The 
solution was to build an introductory 4’ x 8’ figure eight layout to test 
people’s basic skills. Everyone had to build a kit, lay some track, solder 
some wires, do some rudimentary scenery building, and then 
troubleshoot issues while running DC trains. It was an imperfect 
approach and it took a big slice of time. But it was important to find 
their place in our group and help them succeed. It might seem a bit too 
hand-holding, but when young people find something in which they can 
succeed they feel a sense of belonging. And that leads to my next 
lesson. 
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Our training layout. Designed to be quick, basic, and inexpensive  

Turns out Rogelio loves building kits. He also happens to be quite good at it. 
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     The Learning Curve       By JayC. Williams 
 

Find a way to make everyone belong. At first it was 
easy to focus on the interests of the students who had 
the greatest interest in model railroading. But when 
we did that, some got cut out of the discussion. When 
asked privately why they stopped contribution to the 
discussion, they said they didn’t understand what we 
were talking about and felt like they ‘couldn’t 
contribute to the conversation’. In the end we brought 
in random pieces of equipment and let them lead 
discussion. From donations by generous benefactors 
to things I picked up on eBay, each new railcar and 
locomotive began with an instant ‘Wow’ factor, but 
then became a discussion piece about what we’re 
seeing, what was/is its function, and what place did/
does it have in the greater model railroading world. 
As opposed to a lecture about the historical and 
technological provenance of an artifact, we went with 
simple answers to basic questions being answered as 
clearly yet simply as reasonable. In the end the entire 
group grew, and now we have kids asking about 
GS4s, GG1s, and the role of passenger rail service in 
the history of the United States. When everyone 
understands the conversation and feels they have a place in it, they feel like they have an equal stake in the 
organization. And when everyone feels they have an equal stake in the group, you can move on to more 
advanced work. 

Once you identify people’s strengths and have given them not 
just a place but a way to belong, challenge them to grow. After 
our students saw what a modular railroad could look like, they 
were challenged to begin one of reasonable size. Students who 
showed a knack for assembling kits were then challenged to 
scratchbuild projects from drawings using styrene. This approach 
was by no means perfect. It meant a sizeable stretch of time spent 
on projects with little visible reward, and I cannot deny they 
needed occasional encouragement to keep their eye on the prize. 
But in the end the resulting sense of satisfaction was significantly 
higher. What began as ten students of whom nine were 
lukewarmly interested in model railroading has turned into three 
students who are foaming at the mouth railfans, four students 
who are committed to model railroading, and two students who 
have a buy in to our process and the results. Which leaves me 
with my biggest lesson.  

We have one student who will not be returning to our club next 
year. In such a small core group that has the sting of real defeat. 
It would be easy to stop and say ‘well, he just wasn’t that into it’ 
or ‘that’s his problem’. But the reality is if our little club is going 
to grow, we have to pay attention to each and every loss and see 
what possible changes can be made to prevent this from 
happening. I teach choir and orchestra, elective classes by design, 
and one of my mentors used to remind me regularly “keep 
everyone in once you’ve got them. When you teach an elective, if 
you don’t have a group you don’t have a job.” I feel the same can 
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Sam and Joaquin measuring and marking off their module to 
put down roadbed and track.  

José is not great at plaster. However, he is good 
at scratchbuilding. 
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     The Learning Curve       By JayC. Williams 
 

be said here. If we don’t make sure we have as close to 
100% retention as possible, very soon we won’t have a 
club. Conversely, the more people we have the more we 
can get done and the greater our resources. So what do I 
think could have been changed? I should have built more 
time for just running trains. Yes, the success of the larger 
layout was a stronger sense of accomplishment. But with 
someone already only mildly interested in what we do, you 
have to win them over a little at a time. The solution I see 
will be a small N scale layout with equipment I have from 
my time in New Mexico, so we can just do some basic 
running. Also, I must admit there sometimes needs to be 
time for purely social engagement. Anything you can do as 
a group that makes everyone feel welcome and appreciated 
can only help strengthen the bonds of your group.       

Fortunately, though it looks like we’ve lost one, we’ve 
gained a great deal more. When the corner modules were 
finished and assembled, students from many of my other 
classes came around with a great deal of interest. Our small 
core group has already brought strong interest from 
approximately twenty additional students for next year’s 
roster, and that is before we add incoming 6th students. So 
the Houston, Orange, Galveston, and Gulf (HOGG, both 
our school’s namesake and mascot) will continue to thrive 
in the coming year. We certainly couldn’t have done so 
without the generous contributions we received from many of you. Hopefully these strong beginnings will 
blossom into a future crop of avid railfans and model railroaders. Only time will tell.    
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Kate making sure the boys keep working and stay on 
measurement. 

The first assembly of our corner modules, awaiting wiring. 
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   Notes From the Observation Car   By Don Formanek 

The Bear 

Picture used with permission of Allen Pollock, Missouri Locomotive Works 

The Bear is also a Gypsy locomotive but unlike the Falk, it does not have a separate cylinder to drive its capstan 

winch. Technically it is a geared steam locomotive but not articulated like the Climax’s, Heisler’s and Shay’s. It 

has a large bull gear that slides sideways to drive either the capstan winch or the locomotive. This engine was built 

for the Bear Harbor Lumber Company in 1892, the locomotive was also built by Marschutz and Cantrell of San 

Francisco, the same builder as the Falk. It is a 0-4-0 Dolbeer Patent Gypsy locomotive. As the company grew in 

1896 they incorporated the railroad as the Bear Harbor & Eel River Railroad. In 1892 the railroad purchased a 

second engine, a 2-4-2 from Baldwin. It was not a Gypsy engine but some Gypsy engines were built as a 2-4-2 

wheel arrangement, some with the winch included from the engine builder and in other cases added by their 

owners. 

After a series of problems, the company shut down in 1906. With the damage from the San Francisco earthquake 

the engines were stranded. In 1959 work was started to restore the locomotive and then stalled. In 1967 the engine 

was donated to Fort Humboldt Historic Park, the same location as the Falk. Restoration work resumed after 1977 

and the engine was fired up again in 1979.  Since this is a geared engine and is right alongside the Falk at the park I 

purchased this model at the same time as the Falk and I am now in the process of adding a second loop around the 

den ceiling. 

I would like to thank Rich Schiffman again for the very generous loan and sharing of his information about this 

locomotive.  

For additional technical information see:   

http://gearedsteam.com/other/bear_harbor_1/bear_harbor_1.htm#"Gypsy" Locomotives - A General Overview  

http://gearedsteam.com/other/bear_harbor_1/specifics.htm 
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  The Star Revisited—Or—A Star is Born            By David N. Currey 

 

A few years ago, I wrote a rather lengthy April Fools article for the San Jacinto MRRC Derail titled “The 
Star”.  To refresh your memories, a “star” was the equivalent of a “wye”, except it contained five points 
compared to the three of a wye (or five legs instead of three legs), and was my fictional method of turning 
locomotives and trains in the fictitious town of Big Coal, West Virginia.  The article went over like a lead 
balloon, and I don't mean balloon as in another track arrangement for turning trains.  Well, anyway, it turns 
out that there actually was, or rather is, a Star somewhere.  No kidding. 

Steve Sandifer to the rescue!  Somehow, Steve's vast knowledge of the far flung reaches of the ATSF 
translated into knowing the location of “The Star” after I found some cryptic references to it on the internet.  
Thanks, Steve. 

Sardinia (Sardegna) is a rather large island 160 miles southwest of Rome, Italy, across the Tyrrhenian Sea.  It 
is the second largest island in the Mediterranean Sea after Sicily, and is an autonomous region of Italy.  Italian 
regions are somewhat equivalent to American states.  However, Sardinia is one of five regions with the 
special granted status of home rule, giving them greater autonomy than the other regions.  Amazingly, 
Sardinia has seven different languages besides Italian.  See the Google Map screenshot below to see how the 
position of Sardinia relates to other places in that part of the Mediterranean.  

The island is roughly 170 miles north to south, and about 70 miles wide.  That's pretty big for an island, but 
not so big for a railroad empire.  So, for such a small entity (a little shorter than the distance from Houston to 
Temple), it surprisingly has quite a substantial rail network that includes one main railroad (that serves much 
of the island) and four tourist railroads.  There were even more railroads in the past, and those tourist railroads 
kept alive portions of other railroads or branchlines.  To put that in perspective, that's about one tourist 
railroad for every 50 miles.  If only we could have that kind of tourist railroad density here in Texas!  People 
in Sardinia must wake up in the morning, stumble out onto the veranda, trip over a tourist railroad, and then 
curse in pseudo English-Italian, or some Sardinian dialect, “Whya you putta uh ferrovia turistica heah, eh?” 

There are quite a few towns and cities on this island.  Whereas in Texas, we space towns out by how far a 
stage coach or farm wagon can go in a day's ride, on Sardinia, they pack them in like...well...like...sardines.  
One of these towns is Carbonia, and it is located slightly inland and southeast about 7 miles from Portoscuso, 
located on the southwest coast.  (To put this in perspective, in Houston, 7 miles would easily, and then some, 
be contained within the I-610 loop.)   

Sardinia Map from Google Maps  
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  The Star Revisited—Or—A Star is Born            By David N. Currey 

 

Can't you just visualize the old Italian town of Carbonia?  Built 2,100 years ago, resplendent with ancient 
Roman ruins, old stair-stepped rose gardens on the sides of hills, children watching puppet shows in the town 
square, and picturesque water fountains in the middle of the stone street roundabouts?  Well, you could, but 
you would be wrong.  I didn't really say Carbonia was 2,100 years old.  I just asked if you could visualize that.  
Actually, Carbonia is not even as old as Houston.  Houston, Texas!  Space City, capisce? 

Carbonia, Sardinia, Italia, wasia orderedia constructedia byia Il Duce, the good old Benito Mussolini, in 1938, 
in order to provide an economic and residential base for the people needed to work in its coal mines, because 
Carbonia was smack dab in the middle of a very coal rich area.  This was in the years leading up to World 
War II, so you can imagine how important coal and other fuels were going to be in that endeavor.   

Well, with coal, comes railroads.  Coal and railroads go together like a horse and a carriage.  Railroads were 
needed to move the coal around, and the best direction to move the coal around was not randomly, but to the 
ports, which were advantageously placed, not inland, but along the coast.  So I imagine a lot of that coal was 
railroaded, not the 7 miles to Portoscuso, which had no railroad, but probably to other ports such as the 
relatively nearby Cagliari, only about 42 miles away by rail. 

Cagliari, one of the largest ports in the Mediterranean, was probably the destination for most of the coal 
headed for the boot of Italy.  Cagliari, with its several airfields, large naval base, and probable coal loading 
facilities, was heavily bombed by the Allies in World War II, but let's not get sidetracked by war.   

Below is a photo of the Roman Amphitheatre of Cagliari, dating from the days of the Roman Empire.  The 
site became a free quarry in the 5th Century after it was no longer used for animal and gladiator fights.  
Unfortunately, after the photo was taken, modern stands were installed to the left of the last remaining original 
terraced seating, which restored about 80% of the original horseshoe and its capacity.  This has been very 
controversial locally, and in my estimation, largely ruins the historical qualities of the site.  Those new stands 
had to be anchored by drilling holes in the rocks that remained in the ruins and bolting them down. 

Roman Amphitheatre of Cagliari before new stands were installed, by Roburq                                                                
[CC BY-SA 3.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0)], from Wikimedia Commons  
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  The Star Revisited—Or—A Star is Born            By David N. Currey 

 

Enough of Cagliari;  back to Carbonia.  Alas, all the coal mines around Carbonia eventually played out, and 
were closed by the 1970s, throwing the area into economic hard times.  Since then, the city of about 28,000 
has suffered through high rates of unemployment, and nowadays, employment is mostly metallurgically 
related.  Various ores are mined on Sardinia, and exported through Cagliari. 

Currently, the main railroad, Ferrovie dello Stato, offers passenger service over most of the island.  Due to the 
mountainous nature of the terrain on the island, train service is understandably slow.  Delays often happen on 
the mostly single-track lines when one train is delayed and another has to wait at a station until it arrives.  I 
found one website's description of the trains to be rather humorous:  “These tend to be chuggers that stop at 
every village on the way.”  One website did advertise a new express service to go from Cagliari in the south to 
Sassari in the north in about 2 hours 48 minutes.  The local chuggers on the route take about 3 hours 30 
minutes.  I was unable to determine train frequencies, but one arrival-and departure board in a photograph 
seemed to show five trains a day each way.  Here's a picturesque photo of a train crossing one of the 
numerous stone viaducts on the island. 

Train crossing a stone viaduct, by Manfred Kopka                                                                                                          
[CC BY-SA 4.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0)], from Wikimedia Commons  

The main railroad on Sardinia seems to be mostly passenger, as are the tourist railroads.  On Google Maps, I 
looked over much of the system, but only found a few freight cars that seemed to be maintenance-of-way 
equipment.  In a photo of the old station in Carbonia, there looked to be what I took as a water tank car, as it 
looked kind of old.  However, when I looked at Cagliari on Google Maps, I found a small freight yard with 
what looks like short ore cars and some other undetermined cars.  Mining of metals is still an important 
industry on the island, so it stands to reason most of that would be shipped out of Cagliari's very large port, 
and transported to the port by rail. 

The Derail — June 2018 
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  The Star Revisited—Or—A Star is Born            By David N. Currey 

 

In the following Google Earth shot, you can see the current Carbonia passenger station platform shed in the 
bottom right corner.  That shed extends from a new station built only a few years ago.  The line branching off 
to the lower right bottom near there used to extend a mile to a coal mine, whose rusting loading conveyor 
structure is still there lording over unused tracks, but the tracks no longer connect across a road to the mine.  
The Star is easily recognized in the center of the photo, and in the upper left corner is the old station and 
platforms. 

Google Earth view of Carbonia passenger stations and Star 

 

Besides the Ferrovie dello Stato rail lines, Carbonia once had a second railroad that ran through the city, but 
that line appears long abandoned and ran north-south to the west of the Star.  There appears to be a highway 
today on what might have been the second rail line. 

Regardless, Carbonia today still has a star track arrangement.  I never really considered the following as a 
possible reason for having a star, but it appears that Carbonia's star was necessitated because of a space 
limitation.  A star takes up less space than a wye.  Carbonia's star looks like each leg has only room for one 
locomotive between the switch and the bumper.  Even with that same limitation, a wye would have required 
several hundred more feet of track for its tail track, and the legs of the wye would have intersected the base 
track further apart than the legs of the star do.   

Google Maps has the location of the 5-pointed star track arrangement labeled as "Star of giratura" and 
"Unusual Railway Junction".  It's unclear how often the Star is used today, as the passenger trains may be 
mostly push-pull bidirectional now.  Photos on the internet of passenger trains at Carbonia show both older 
locomotive powered trains (on only one end of the train), as well as articulated trains (similar to and as 
modern as Houston's light rail vehicles), which would be bidirectional.  I can imagine, however, that a ballast 
train locomotive would certainly have to be turned there on occasion, and there is video on the internet of a 
Consolidation being turned on the Star, probably off of a tourist train.  The track arrangement also appears to 
be an historical landmark.  The Star of Giratura still seems to be used at least occasionally, and is well 
maintained. 
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  The Star Revisited—Or—A Star is Born            By David N. Currey 

Photo of train in Sardinia station, by Alex10                                                                                                                            
[CC BY-SA 4.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0)], from Wikimedia Commons 

So remember, folks, there is a prototype for everything, and if you check out the links Steve provided for me, 
you can see that people have actually modeled the Star. 

Here is a link to the Consolidation being turned on the Star: 

Consolidation locomotive being turned on the Star of Giratura 

Here are three links to more information on the Star including a model version of the Star: 

Photos and comments on the Star of Giratura 

"O" scale drawings of a Star-like track arrangement and model photos 

Drawing showing size savings of the Star versus a Wye 

 
Note:  In the “O” scale drawings, the Star is missing the mainline leg that the Star needs to be attached to in 
order to actually work.  There is even a short discussion of  what actually constitutes the Star trackage.   

Further tantalizing is that one person mentions that there was a Star at another place named Mals.  In Bingle 
Maps, you can see the Star there.  (Google Maps doesn't zoom in close enough, and Google Earth is very 
blurry.)  Enter “Mals, Italy” in the search field in Bingle Maps.  Mals' Star is at the very southern tip of the 
town next to the soccer field.  It's even drawn in as being a rail line, though it doesn't actually exist anymore.  
So the Star at Carbonia was not the only instance of the track arrangement.  There could conceivably be 
others.  Any of you modelers out there need a wye just to turn locomotives on, but don't have the room?   
Check out whether you have room for a Star.  A Star can probably save you two or more feet of tail trackage.  
Perhaps another Star may be born.    

Well, enough on the Star.  Now, does anybody know of a locomotive turning track arrangement with seven 
legs?  It would likely be called a “Heptagram”.  Let's tie this thing up before I get hissed and booed out of the 
club.  Thanks for reading.   

The Derail — June 2018 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EWP2HJDnm-k
http://cprailmmsub.blogspot.com/2014/03/wye-not-or-you-wont-believe-your-wyes.html
https://ogrforum.ogaugerr.com/topic/turning-star-convoluted-wye?reply=28038234940004183
http://www.upcscavenger.com/wikimedia/reversing-star-triangle-3621930274/#page=media
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     Rail Days Festival        By Chuck Clark 

 

On Saturday, April 14th, David Shafer and Chuck Clark set up the SJMRRC HO scale switching layout for 

everyone to enjoy operating at the Rosenberg Railroad Museum for the annual “Rail Days” Festival. 

There was a good turnout despite the inclement weather. It rained in the morning and turned cold and windy 

later in the day, but many visitors braved the elements to enjoy the festival. 

We also had trouble getting the layout up and running. David found a broken wire in the wiring harness, but 

thanks to the G Gaugers, they gave us a roll of 18 gauge wire that David rigged up and we were running 

again just as the doors to the festival were opened. 

If you have never been to the Rosenberg Railroad Museum, I would suggest that you make plans to attend. 

Not only is it a historic educational experience concerning the area railroads of the past, but it’s a great place 

to watch the trains. The UP, BNSF, and KCS with trackage rights pass behind the museum. I counted 14 

trains passing the museum during the festival.  

The Derail — June 2018 

David Shafer explains the control panel to one of the tykes 
switching the layout. 
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     The Hobby Bench    By Pete Leach 

The Derail — June 2018 

 

Flanger 201 

 

Snow in Houston, Texas? What? That was my reaction this past winter when I awoke one morning to see 1 or 
2 inches of heavy, wet snow outside my window.  It’s not like I hadn’t seen snow before since I have lived 
most of my life well about the 40th parallel!  It was enough to paralyze the city and cause the local TV 
channels to preempt all programing to track the storm! 

The snow “storm” did remind me that my 1925 Maine based model railroad had no snow removal equipment.  
A quick call to the boys in the car shop would remedy the situation.  They would start by building a flanger. 

A flanger is basically a car with a blade hung under the frame to clear snow from between the rails.  It is 
pulled behind a locomotive for moderate snowfall, or behind a plow for heavy snow. The blade must be lifted 
by an operator to clear any obstructions in-between the track. The prototype Wiscasset, Waterville & 
Farmington had a flanger at each end of the line to clear snow from either end.   

1 - Diamond Shaped Blade Assembly 

The crew in the metal fabrication shop built the blade assembly from brass sheet and wood bracing.  They 
added an extra layer of sheet metal to the lower edge to extend the life of the blade.  The “diamond” shape 
allows the car to be run in either direction without turning.  

2 - Flanger Underframe with vacuum brake system installed and waiting for brakes on the right truck 
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     The Hobby Bench (Cont.)  By Pete Leach 
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While the blade assembly was being fabricated, carpenters were hard at work on the car frame.  The 
underframe has truss rods outboard of the blade to keep the car from sagging over time.  An Eames vacuum 
brake system was installed with shoes on one truck.  The car has a brake line running from end to end. 

3 - Top Deck with interior details including the blade lifting mechanism 

Once the crew finished installing the hardware on the underframe, the car was flipped over to begin work on 
the deck.  A lifting mechanism is used to raise the blade to clear obstructions between the rails, such as road 
crossings, turnouts, and the grade crossing with the Maine Central in Wiscasset.  (Yes, I briefly thought of 
making this a working mechanism but quickly determined THAT was just crazy!)  There is a handle to ratchet 
the frame up and down over a fulcrum on the floor.  Additional interior details were added based on what may 
be needed for the operator during snow storms.  Chains, wood blocking, a tool chest.  There is even a shovel 
and lantern hanging on the wall.   

One thing that is NOT included on the model or the prototype is a stove.  This railroad installed small stoves 
in potato cars and milk reefers to prevent the cargo from freezing during frigid Maine winters.  It appears they 
did not hold the human operators in the same high regard. 

Unlike a boxcar, the flanger had end platforms with railings.  Fabricating the railing was a bit of a challenge.  
The prototype had vertical posts with flat metal across the top that curved 180 degrees on the outboard ends.  
To form them, a styrene strip was bent around a heated 1/8” diameter rod.  The railing was fastened to the 
brass tube posts with small pins.   

4 - A Car Side with Strips for Sheathing 
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     The Hobby Bench (Cont.)  By Pete Leach 
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The car body was built with 3 layers of wood. Scribed wood sheet was used for the interior.  It was glued to 
plain wood sheet as the core. The 3rd layer is the exterior sheathing applied board by board. The window and 
door openings were cut and framed before adding the exterior sheathing.  Once the sides and ends were 
sheathed, they were glued to for the box shaped body. 

5 - "Tin" roofing being installed 

Most Maine 2-ft rolling stock have roofs covered with “tin” panels.  To simulate the tin, duct foil (not duct 
TAPE) was cut into scale 15” X 18” rectangles and primed with gray spray paint.  They were placed on the 
roof in 3 rows per side but an alternating pattern based on research of the prototype.  Some panels were torn to 
represent a heavily weathered and poorly maintained car that depicts a “near end of life” condition.  

The windows were trimmed and then glazed with clear plastic.  Nail holes were applied using a pin and brown 
paint.  A “fresh” coat of red paint was dry-brushed on the sides.  The numbers were applied using 
PanPastels® white and a homemade stencil.  Additional PanPastels® were used to weather the car.  Safety 
appliances, such as a brake system, stirrups, and grab irons, finish off the build. 

6 - Flanger 201 waiting for winter and the next snow storm 

Flanger 201 should protect the railroad from any snow that may fall in Houston.  It hopes to get help from a 
plow for those Maine Nor’easters that blow in every winter.  This summer, it will be headed to Austin for the 
LSR convention.  The boys in the shop hope you can come by and take a tour! So, what’s on your hobby 
bench? 
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   Derail Archives May 2005       Submitted by Richard Louvet 

Schnabel Special (not a menu item at a Central Texas German café) 

By Ted Ferkenkoff 

On March 28th, the largest single piece of cargo ever to unload at the Port of Houston began a rail journey to 
Colorado on a special train pulled by one of BNSF’s newest locomotives. The 570-metric ton hydrotreater was 
fabricated by Belleli Energy Equipment in Italy and shipped to the Port of Houston for transfer to rail. The 
reactor, used to produce low sulfur diesel fuel, is part of an upgrade project at Suncor Energy’s refinery in 
Commerce City, Colorado, six miles northeast of Denver. The movement required the world’s largest freight 
car, CEBX 800, a 36-axle Schnabel car. 

BNSF assigned one of the new ES44DC locomotives, #7687, to pull the special. This unit wears the newest 
BNSF scheme and was undoubtedly selected to “fly the colors”, knowing the unusual load, slow speeds and 
long journey would offer many railfans the opportunity to photograph the train. This has in fact been the case, 
as several new lists have featured progress reports, and even a website was started to track progress and collect 
photos. As I write this on April 15, the train is on its final leg into the Denver area. 

BNSF 7687 worked west from Chicago to Tacoma on its maiden run March 12th on stack train S-CHCTAC. 
It then worked its way back east and south, finally arriving in Houston on train H-TULPTR (Tulsa-Houston/
PTRA) on March 26. PTRA moved the unit to the docks to join CEBX 800 which had been in storage at 
Greens Port Industrial Park since February. Actual transfer of the reactor from ship to rail occurred Tuesday 
March 22, and then contractors spent the rest of the week securing the load. At 08:00 on Monday March 28th, 
a PTRA crew slowly moved BNSF 7687 and the special train out of the docks and over to Basin Yard, where 
a BNSF crew took over. BNSF assigned the special train symbol J-PTRDEN1-28 (Special, PTRA/Houston to 
Denver, originating the 28th). At 09:55, the train entered UP’s East Belt Subdivision and headed north at 15 
MPH for a slow circle tour of Houston, turning westward at Settegast Yard, then southward at Belt Jct. The 
train eased past Congress Yard and New South Yard, crossing T&NO Junction at 3:18 PM. The special tied up 
for its first night at Alvin. 

Early on Tuesday March 29th, the special departed north on BNSF’s Galveston Subdivision. The special had 
little interference with traffic, as BNSF had a curfew in effect for daytime trackwork between Bellville and 
Duke. 

Southbound trains were tied down in sidings at Rosenberg, Sealy and Bellville. The special passed Tower 17 
in Rosenberg shortly before noon. The train had to stop and flag by signals at both ends of Wallis siding, and 
did not drag into Sealy until about 3 pm. Sealy provided a nice spot for me to get detail shots of the special, as 
an hour delay occurred as the dispatcher cleared welders and a work train at Bellville before authorizing the 
special to proceed. 
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   Derail Archives May 2005       Submitted by Richard Louvet 

The crew escorting the train took this opportunity to walk the load and check that everything was secure. The 
stopover also provided several BNSF Maintenance of Way personnel to inspect the unique train up close. 

The special train consisted of the Schnabel car, CEBX 800, plus 3 flatcars and 2 cabooses supplied by Kasgro 
Rail Services. Behind the locomotive, 88-ft straight deck flatcar KRL 89121 served as a tool car carrying two 
containers and spare trucks for the CEBX 800. Next, KRL 70897, a 230-ton 70-ft flat with four 2-axle trucks, 
served as an idler car. 

Following it was KRL 076, a wide-vision cupola caboose and one of 4 cabs on KRL’s roster. Behind the 
caboose was CEBX 800, followed by KRL 70951, another 230-ton 4-truck flat being used as an idler. 
Rounding off the end was KRL 074, a bay window caboose. KRL cabeese are equipped with 2 dining booths, 
bunk beds, A/C, heating, refrigerator, stove, sink, toilet, and wall-to-wall carpeting…. all the comforts of 
home for the escort crews who normally bunk in the caboose. The escort crew consisted of a foreman with 
cellphone, stationed on the first caboose, who kept regular contact with the shipper, two technicians stationed 
on each end of the CEBX 800, and at least one other member stationed on the last caboose. Another person 
drives a white van labeled “CEBX 800 Escort Vehicle” which paces the train and serves as local transport 
when the train is laying over in a desolate location. BNSF provided highrail trucks both ahead of and trailing 
the special and had a security man leapfrogging the train to unprotected road crossings. 

CEBX 800 was built for Combustion Engineering by Krupp Industries in Germany, in 1969. The car was 
rebuilt in 2003, including expansion of the operator booths on each end of the car. Combustion Engineering 
was purchased by ABB and the car now carries 
ABB logos. The 36-axle car has 72 wheels and a 
capacity of 1,779,260 lbs., or 889 tons. The car 
itself weighs 370 tons and is 231 feet in length 
without the center load platform installed. Note 
that the Schnabel design refers to mounting of the 
load between both car halves as an integral load-
carrying unit, with tension beams installed below 
the load between the car halves. This load was 
secured to the load platform, and as such was not 
in the Schnabel mounting configuration. The 
Schnabel car has heavy hydraulic lifting arms, one 
each mounted on each truck set, which can shift 
the load sideways to negotiate tight clearances. 
These arms are operated by crewmen stationed in 
the booths on the car ends and can move the load 
as much as 4 feet off the centerline. 

After my encounter with the special, the train headed to Bellville for the night. The following day, the train 
made it to Cameron, and on Thursday the train passed Temple and headed to Lampasas for the night. The 
special passed Sweetwater on 4/2, spent the night at Slaton on 4/5, and departed Amarillo early on 4/7. 
Entering Colorado, the train made it to Trinidad on 4/9, then diverted on the ex-ATSF via La Junta due to 
clearance issues on the ex C&S north of Trinidad. By La Junta on 4/10, Pueblo on 4/13, and Colorado Springs 
4/14, the train tied up at Monument on the Joint Line for a 0700 crew call on Friday April 15th, Tax Day, for 
the final leg of the trip to Commerce City. 

 

Editor’s Note: Nathan Holmes added this comment to his photos. 

The car itself, empty, weighs almost 370 tons at 740,800 pounds. 

That puts its maximum loaded weight at nearly 900 tons. Just shy of 2 million pounds. No wonder it needs 36 
axles! Nathan has posted photos of the car’s details at the following web site — http://www.drgw.net/trips/
report.php?tr=HYD1.2  
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    Projection Screen Research  By David N. Currey 
 

During the April meeting, after discussion, I was authorized to look into purchasing some 
video screens.  The club has been doing well with the train show for a number of years.  The 
clinics are a big factor in this success, so the purchase of screens seems a good idea to help 
insure their continued success.  

Obtaining two video projection screens would insure that the club does not have to rely on 
club members to provide these, as well as insure that the screens are always large enough to 
enable audiences to better view the presentations.  I also feel that the clinicians, who have put 
in a lot of effort producing these presentations, deserve a large enough screen in order to 
enable their presentations to be easily viewed. 

I began reviewing screens on the internet.  The internet is frankly a real boon in this sort of 
endeavor, as it enables wide searches and ease in comparisons between the various products 
found.  Also, reviews by purchasers that are posted on these products enable a determination 
of the quality of the product.   

My main concerns in the screens were that the screens be large, appropriately proportioned, 
and sturdy.  Unfortunately, visits to stores to view such screens uncovered the fact that these 
are not generally stocked by stores, so I determined how sturdy a screen was by its stated 
weight.  While a light-weight screen is easier to move around, it is more likely to get sprung or 
damaged.  It was generally agreed in discussion that a screen of 8' or more was too large to 
easily transport, so I have gone with screens of about 7' in length as a maximum. 

A lot of screens have an aspect ratio of 16:9, but this ratio has never been used in a 
presentation at any of our clinics.  Such a screen wastes screen space on the sides at the 
expense of height.  Therefore, I decided that a ratio of 4:3 would better make use of the screen 
for the vast majority of clinics. 

In the chart, I have listed the particulars on six screens.  The last two, for which my 
recommendation is 1 and 2, seemed to be the best of the screens I reviewed.  I actually liked 
the one I rated 2 the best, but the company only has a single one in stock.  I was unable to find 
this product elsewhere, so decided that it was probably a discontinued item.  My 
recommendation is for the purchase of two screens that I have rated 1.  I will purchase these 
myself through Amazon, and can be reimbursed by the club by check at the next meeting.  I 
would like for the motion to read that I can purchase two screens of the item rated number 1, 
but in the event they only have 1 in stock, I can purchase 1 screen each of the two products I 
rated 1 and 2. 
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      May Minutes            By Richard Louvet

President Bob Barnett called the meeting to order 
at 6:55pm. 

Richard Bartlett covered details of the May 26 club 
outing to the Texas State Railroad. 

Bob thanked Virginia Freitag and Kelly Russell for 
punch and cookies at the meeting. 

David Currey introduced Al Partlow who gave a 
clinic on the history of the SP Austin Division, 
specifically the Llano subdivision. The talk 
included maps, car loadings, stations and 
locomotives used. 

David still has an opening for the November clinic. 

Lone Star Region/ Division 8 

Visit http://www.texasgulfdivision.org/ for 
information on the upcoming clinics, including the 
Make and Take series later this year.  

Treasurer’s Report 

The April minutes were approved as published. 

The May 30 bank balance was $16,129.08. 
Outflows were $175 in GHTS expenses, and $95 
for club outings. Income included the return of the 
$1000 Stafford Centre deposit and a $50 donation 
from the Rosenberg Railroad Museum for Dave 
Shafer bringing the club switching layout to their 
Railfest. 

Old Business 

The club thanked Gilbert Freitag for a successful 
outing to the Cotton Gin Museum. 

Bob Werre will take pictures of club members 
again in June to update the club directory. 

New Business 

It was moved and seconded to contract with the 
Stafford Centre for the Greater Houston Train 
Show on February 16, 2019. 

The meeting was adjourned at 8:30pm. 

Respectively submitted, 
Dick Louvet, Secretary/Treasurer 

 

Architecture for Model Railroaders: A Short Course in Architectural Styles       
in the US from 1700 to 1960 

  
Description: Electronic slide show illustrating and discussing the major styles of 
architecture in use in the United States from the 1700’s to 1960. 

      Picture Day        By Bob Werre 

 

It's time for all members to get a good $3 haircut, dig out a clean shirt, and show up early, as it's time 

again for an updated portrait for the club's directory to be published soon! 

 

At the next meeting, I'll set up my camera and lights to photograph all 

members, especially those who might be new members.  This is for an 

undated membership directory.  I hope to be setup before the meeting starts, 

and I'll hopefully finish up during the break.  If your better half helps, bring 

him/her along for a couple’s photo. 

 

This is for everyone who didn’t get photographed at the previous couple 

meetings. 

     June Program Details       By Bob Barnett 
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Officers 

Derail Staff 

San Jac RR Club Meetings take place the 

first Tuesday of each month at 7pm 
 

Bayland Community Center    

6400 Bissonnet St. Houston, TX 
 

Click here for directions 

Visitors are always welcome! 

Conductor: Bob Sabol 

bsabol@stillmeadow.com 

Engineer: Terri Brogoitti 

tbrogoitti@stillmeadow.com 

Brakemen:  

David N. Currey 

texasandlouisiana@msn.com  

Don Formanek  

locogeared@gmail.com  

Brian Jansky 

brianj844@gmail.com 

Pete Leach 

pleachtx55@gmail.com  

Richard Louvet 

rlouvet@att.net 

Al Partlow                            

alswitch@aol.com  

Kelly Russell 

krussl@yahoo.com  

Next Meeting 

TUESDAY, JUNE 5 

 

“A Short Course in 

Architecture for Model 

Railroaders”  
by  

Bob Barnett   

 

Refreshments:  

Virginia Freitag  (drinks) 

Bob Werre (cookies) 

 

 Video Corner 

 

“Mountain Railroading in Colorado—
A Day at Moffat Tunnel/ Rollins Pass” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TzaENLErqD0  

 

www.sanjacmodeltrains.org  
Webmaster: Brian Jansky  
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President: Robert (Bob) Barnett  MMR 

rbarnett@ljaengineering.com  

Vice-President: David N. Currey 

texasandlouisiana@msn.com 

Secretary/Treasurer: Richard (Dick) Louvet  

rlouvet@att.net 

Director at Large:  Chuck Lind MMR 

chucklind46@gmail.com 

Past President: Rex Ritz 

icrex@yahoo.com  

http://maps.google.com/maps?q=Bayland+Community+Center+6400+Bissonnet+St.+Houston,Tx&oe=utf-8&rls=org.mozilla:en-US:official&client=firefox-a&um=1&ie=UTF-8&sa=N&hl=en&tab=wl
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TzaENLErqD0
http://www.sanjacmodeltrains.org/

